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Recombination is a major determinant of adaptive and non-adaptive evolution. Understanding how the recombination landscape has evolved in humans is thus key to the interpretation of human genomic evolution. Comparison of fine-scale recombination maps of human and chimpanzee has revealed large changes at fine genomic scales and conservation over large scales. Here we demonstrate how a fine-scale recombination map can be derived for the ancestor of human and chimpanzee allowing us to study the changes that occurred in human and chimpanzee since these species diverged. The map is produced from more than one million accurately determined recombination events. We find that this new recombination map is intermediate to the maps of human and chimpanzee but that the recombination landscape has evolved more rapidly on the human lineage than on the chimpanzee lineage. We use the map to show that recombination rate, through the effect of GC-biased gene conversion, is an even stronger determinant of base composition evolution than previously reported.
In recent years, significant progress has been made in elucidating the genome wide patterns of recombination. Until recently, interest has focused on humans, and multiple recombination maps have been published describing these patterns. Human recombination maps are based on either parent-offspring transmission (Kong et al. 2002; 2010) , on patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD) (Myers et al. 2005; McVean et al. 2004) , or exploiting the fact that African Americans are genetic mixtures of African and European ancestry (Wegmann et al. 2011; Hinch et al. 2011) . These have revealed that, to a large extent, recombination occurs in hotspots about 1-2kb wide where recombination rates can be orders of magnitude larger than in the surrounding sequence. Comparison of human recombination maps to a recent map based on polymorphism data from 10 western chimpanzees (Auton et al. 2012) shows that the location of hotspots differ entirely between the two species implying that recombination hotspots are highly transient (Myers et al. 2005; Ptak et al. 2005; McVean et al. 2004; Winckler et al. 2005) . Larger agreement of recombination rates on a mega base scale, however, suggests that the regional density and/or intensity of hotspots is conserved, and that large-scale variation is determined by other factors.
The possible effect of recombination on the neutral substitution process has been much debated. Empirical evidence across metazoans (Capra and Pollard 2011), including humans (Duret and Arndt 2008) and chimpanzees (Auton et al. 2012 ) shows a correlation of recombination rate and substitution bias favoring fixation of GC variants. A consensus emerges that GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC) is driving this effect through a preference for GC over AT bases in repair of mismatches in heteroduplex tracts formed during recombination. However, previously reported correlations between recombination rate and such substitution bias are likely underestimates of the true correlation. This is in part due to the uncertainty in estimating recombination rates and in part because current recombination maps mainly measure very recent recombination that may not represent the effect on substitution on the entire human or chimpanzee branches. To better quantify the effect of recombination rate on substitution processes, estimates of recombination on a larger time scale are required.
To further our understanding of how patterns of recombination evolve in response to
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on September 7, 2017 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from genomic changes, and how genome evolution in turn is affected by recombination, we need to effectively associate genomic change with change in recombination rate in individual species. This has not been possible, as it would require knowledge of the recombination patterns in the common ancestor to such species. Here we demonstrate how a recombination map of an ancestral species can be created allowing us to study how recombination has evolved in the descendant species.
Along a genomic alignment of species, divergence times differ due to segregating polymorphism in the ancestral species. In some cases, the population size of the ancestral species is sufficiently large and the time span between two speciation events sufficiently small that ancestral polymorphism may lead to gene trees with topologies different from the species tree. This phenomenon is termed incomplete lineage sorting (ILS) and implies that segments of the genome will have alternative genealogies. The transition from a segment sharing one genealogy to a segment sharing a different genealogy identifies a recombination event decoupling the genealogical paths of the two segments. This circumstance allows recombination patterns of the ancestral species to be directly exposed by evolutionary analysis of single genomes from four closely related species. Full genome sequences are available for human, chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan (International Human Genome Sequencing Consortium 2001; The Chimpanzee Sequencing and Analysis Consortium 2005; Scally et al. 2012; Locke et al. 2011) , and these are easily aligned. ILS is well-established between human, chimpanzee and gorilla (Scally et al. 2012 ), and we have previously shown that a coalescent hidden Markov model can accurately discern segments of aligned genomes sharing a certain species relationship (Hobolth et al. 2007; Dutheil et al. 2009 ).
Here we present a ILS-based recombination map of the common ancestor of humans and chimpanzees. This lets us resolve the differences between humans and chimpanzees into the changes that occurred in each species since their divergence. We test whether change in recombination rate occur at the same pace in these two species and identify the changes in recombination rate that result from large-scale genomic events in humans and chimpanzees. Finally, we show that our ancestral map is especially suited to address the effect of recombination on genome wide substitution patterns.
Results

A recombination map of the human-chimpanzee ancestor
The recombination process in the human-chimpanzee ancestor is revealed from the pattern of change in genealogy along the multi-species alignment. The hidden Markov model applied distinguishes four genealogies with three different topologies (Text S1). Each change between these genealogies represents a crossover event in the ancestral species, and we are able to confidently infer more than a million such crossover events. These events are used to reconstruct the recombination map of the human-chimpanzee ancestor by calibrating the density of identified crossovers to 1 cM/Mb (Fig. 1) . On the chromosome scale, the ancestral map shows an increase in rate towards the ends of chromosomes as observed in sex-averaged maps for humans and chimpanzees. Comparing the ancestral map to the LD-based human (HapMap (Myers et al. 2005) ) and chimpanzee (PanMap (Auton et al. 2012) ) recombination maps separates evolution of recombination rate in the human and the chimpanzee Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on September 7, 2017 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from lineages, and we can identify regions where the ancestral recombination rate is closer to either of the extant species (Figs. 1 and S4) . On large scales, the distribution of recombination in the ancestral map is very similar to both human and chimpanzee maps.
To reveal the expected properties of the ancestral map, we simulate 10,000 ancestral recombination graphs. We confirm that our map reflects recombination events predominantly occurring in the ancestor species (61%) (Fig. 2a) . The contribution from recombination events not falling between the two speciation times occur in the proximal ends of the human, chimpanzee and gorilla branches as well as the branch of the human-chimpanzee-gorilla ancestor (Fig. 2b) . These events are separate from the recent recombination events measured in human and chimpanzee recombination maps.
The performance of our method was evaluated by applying our method to 10,000 100kb alignments simulated from the 10,000 simulated ancestral recombination graphs. In total 1,234,391 events are simulated of which 422,044 were called. To evaluate the overlap between the series of simulated and called recombination events, the two series must be aligned. A global alignment was produced using a NeedlemanWunsch algorithm with a match penalty equal to the sequence distance between simulated and called events. The choice of gap penalty controls the number of called events in alignment with simulated events, and thus influences the measured sensitivity and specificity. To evaluate performance in the face of this problem, we chose a gap penalty so large (1e6) that all inferred events are forced into alignment with a simulated event. This mimics analysis of real data where all called events are considered true and render sensitivity the ratio of called and simulated events, which is 34%. To evaluate the accuracy (specificity) of called events, we compute the distribution of sequence distance between each called event and the simulated event it is aligned to. Of the 422,044 called events 33% are correctly predicted as transitions between simulated topologies and 82% of these are predicted within +/-200bp of the simulated event. Another 39% of called events only predict the simulated topology on one side of the event, likely because a neighboring event is not called, and 79% of these are called within +/-200bp. Of the remaining 28% of called events 73% are within +/-200bp of a simulated event.
The alignment of simulated and inferred events will minimize the distance between simulated and called events even on uncorrelated series of events. To address this, the distribution of distance between called and simulated events was compared to a background distribution produced from alignments where the positions of called events were randomly shuffled. The difference between the two distributions reflects the enrichment of correctly predicted events close to simulated events (Fig. 2c) . We further simulated five hundred 100kb alignments for each of the recombination rates: 0. 2e-8, 0.4e-8, 0.5e-8, 0.8e-8, 1e-8, 2e-8, 3e-8 and observe that the number of called events is an almost linear function of simulated recombination rates below one centimorgan per megabase (cM/Mb), but that a lower sensitivity to high rates suggests that our estimates of high rates on real data may be conservative (Fig. S3) .
Large-scale changes in humans caused by chromosomal rearrangements By separately addressing change in recombination rate in human and chimpanzee, we can directly determine the effect of large-scale chromosomal rearrangements (Fig. Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on September 7, 2017 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from S4). Two major chromosomal events have been fixed in humans. The ancestral chromosomes 2a and 2b fused to form the human chromosome 2, resulting in a broadscale decrease in human recombination rate across the fusion region (Figs. 3a and S5 ). The other major chromosomal event, a pericentric inversion on chromosome 18, has resulted in a marked increase in recombination rate across the inverted region (Figs. 3b and S6) . Both examples highlight the effect of chromosomal position on recombination rate. In contrast, the large inversions on the chimpanzee lineage have not led to characteristic changes in recombination rate. These inversions may be more recent or may have resulted in smaller overall changes in proximity to chromosome ends. The mean recombination rate of entire chromosomes is very similar between maps, with the above-mentioned exceptions (Fig. S7 ).
Faster evolution of recombination in humans
The mean absolute difference between human, chimpanzee and ancestral recombination rates decrease logarithmically as a function of window size, and the ancestral recombination rate in regions without chromosomal rearrangements is consistently more similar to human and chimpanzee rates than these are to each other (Fig. 4a ). This is also reflected by the Spearman (rank) correlations of rate between the same regions of the three maps (Figs. 4b, S8, S9) . Here the effect is significant on the 10kb and 40kb scales showing that the ancestral map represents an intermediate between the two maps, even at fine scales.
Across scales the ancestral recombination map is more similar to, and correlates more strongly with, the chimpanzee map, suggesting a more rapid evolution of recombination on the human lineage than on the chimpanzee lineage. At the 10kb scale this pattern is not observed for the rank correlation. This could indicate slower evolution in humans. However, the fact that the ancestral-human correlation remains substantially larger than the human-chimpanzee correlation suggests that the exception may result from a larger amount of noise in the chimpanzee map at the finest scale. This is not unexpected as the chimpanzee map is produced from a smaller amount of polymorphism data than is the human map (Auton et al. 2012) .
The effective population size of chimpanzees is larger than that of humans. . In addition, the larger population size of chimpanzees implies that sequence fragments separated by a recombination event will remain longer as separate linages before they coalesce back into one lineage. As a consequence, recombination events measured in the ancestral map may have occurred earlier in the chimpanzee branch than in the human branch as shown in Fig. 2b . To evaluate the extent to which this may explain the larger similarity between the ancestral and chimpanzee maps, we calculate the theoretical overlap of recombination events affecting diversity patterns of an extant species with those measured by an ILS-based ancestral map (see Text S3). Assuming effective population sizes of 20,000 in chimpanzees and 10,000 in humans, we find that 1.5% of chimpanzee recombination events and 0.02% of human events susceptible of being incorporated into an LDbased map will also be available to an ILS-based ancestral map. The difference in overlap (~1.5%) is an order of magnitude smaller than the difference in similarity of Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press on September 7, 2017 -Published by genome.cshlp.org Downloaded from the human and chimpanzee maps to the ancestral map (~18%), thus not explaining the faster change in recombination patterns on the human branch.
As the recombination events included in the ancestral map stretches longer into the chimpanzee than the human branch, the ancestral map will on average be less divergent from present chimpanzees than from present humans. To assess the magnitude of this effect and its contribution to the smaller difference between the chimpanzee and ancestral maps, we computed the evolutionary divergence time from recombination events measured in the ancestral map (as shown in Fig. 4b ) to extant humans and to extant chimpanzees (Fig. S10 ). The relative difference in mean divergence time to humans and chimpanzee is 0.2% and is thus expected to contribute only marginally to the observed differences.
Fine scale comparison to human and chimpanzee
We do not identify recombination hotspots in the ancestral map, as recombination rates on the 2kb scale vary only a single order of magnitude. This is expected if the locations of hotspots have changed continually over the more than two million years where recombination is measured. In this case, we do not expect our map, which average over this process, to exhibit the characteristic separation between hotspots and non-hotspots seen in the chimpanzee and human maps that monitor much shorter time spans. Furthermore, compared to human and chimpanzee maps based on polymorphism, that are able to estimate more than one recombination event between adjacent sites, our approach can estimate one event only as indicated from a change in topology.
However, if humans or chimpanzees share location of hotspots with their common ancestor we expect an enrichment of called recombination events at the locations of human and chimpanzee hotspots (here called as regions with reported recombination rate above 10 cM/Mb). We compare 2kb regions centered at hotspots to flanking 10kb regions 10kb away from the hotspots and find three percent enrichment at human hotspots and nine percent enrichment at chimpanzee hotspots. Although we cannot rule out that hotspot locations are conserved to some extent, it is a more parsimonious explanation that a small proportion of human and chimpanzee recombination events is also measured by the ancestral map. The contribution of human and chimpanzee recombination events to the ancestral map required to fully explain these enrichments are 0.4% from human and 1.2% from chimpanzee. This is readily calculated as (a-1)/(e-1), where a and e are the ancestral and extant recombination rates at hotspot locations relative to their flanking regions. This direct measure of overlap further suggests that the difference in contribution from human and chimpanzee maps may be even smaller than the theoretical estimate given above.
Recombination strongly affects substitution bias in human-chimpanzee ancestor
To address the magnitude of GC-biased gene conversion (gBGC) in the humanchimpanzee ancestor, we calculated the equilibrium GC content, GC*, from substitution patterns observed in the alignment. We observe strong (Pearson) correlation between non-CpG GC* and recombination rate in the ancestor (R 2 : 0.64) (Fig. 5a ) compared to the corresponding correlations in human and chimpanzee (R 2 : 0.46 and 0.39) (Fig. S11) . If the chimpanzee map, built from only ten individuals, is noisier than the human map, this could explain the lower correlations in chimpanzee. The same correlations at CpG sites are lower for all three species (R 2 : 0.50, 0.37 and
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GC content in the ancestor is correlated to both recombination rate (R 2 : 0.24) and GC* (R 2 : 0.48) and multivariate regression shows that recombination rate and GC content together explain a larger portion of the variance in GC* (R 2 : 0.75) than recombination rate does alone. However, if GC* was driven by GC content, we would expect a larger correlation to GC content than to recombination rate. This is clearly not the case, which support earlier findings (Duret and Arndt 2008).
The effect of gBGC on GC variants is not distinguishable from that of selection in the diffusion limit (Nagylaki 1983) and is thus predicted to be stronger in species with larger effective population sizes (Duret and Arndt 2008) . The effective population size of the human-chimpanzee ancestor is estimated to 73,000 (Scally et al. 2012) (assuming a mutation rate of 1e-9 per year and a generation time of 20 years) compared to ~10,000 for humans, and we are thus in an excellent position to test this prediction in two very closely related species. As expected, we observe a larger mean ancestral GC* of 0.47 on the ancestral lineage versus 0.41 for both human and chimpanzee lineages. As expected we also observe that GC* to increases more rapidly with increased recombination rate owing to the larger efficiency of selection in a larger population (Fig S11) . In Figure 5b we plot mean GC* in 10kb windows as a function of recombination rate. The relationship between recombination rate and GC* is strikingly different in the human-chimpanzee ancestor. The much greater slope spanning a larger interval of GC* reveals recombination as a stronger driving force for genomic GC content than previously inferred from intra-specific studies.
Our recombination map is not only highly informative of the substitution process on the ancestral lineage but also on the human and chimpanzee lineages as it represents the recombination landscape at the other endpoint of these branches (Fig. 1a) . On the 1Mb scale for non-CpG sites, the ancestral map explains human GC* almost as well as the human map (R 2 : 0.31) and even explains chimpanzee GC* slightly better than chimpanzee map (R 2 : 0.43). Using both ancestral and extant maps to explain human and chimpanzee GC* raises R 2 to 0.49 and 0.48. Furthermore, human GC* in the 10% 1Mb windows with highest ancestral recombination rate is almost 20% higher (0.46) than in windows with the 10% with lowest rate (0.39) (Fig. 5c) . Indeed, fitting a linear model explaining human GC* by both ancestral and human recombination rate reveals GC* as a function of both rates (Fig. S13) .
The correlation between recombination rate and GC* in all three species makes GC* a proxy for relative recombination rate. This is nicely illustrated at the fusion point on chromosome 2 where we observe a peak in GC* in all three species (S14), as previously reported for humans (Dreszer et al. 2007 ). While GC* depends on the recombination rate, the estimation of GC* is independent of the estimation of the recombination rate and thus not affected by any biases imposed by differences in the way recombination is inferred in the three maps. To independently support our finding that evolution of recombination has been more rapid on the human lineage we therefore calculate the Pearson correlation of ancestral GC* to both human and chimpanzee GC*. We confirm that the correlation between ancestral and human GC* is indeed smaller than between ancestral and chimpanzee GC* (Figs. 6 and S15).
Discussion
We have shown that the existence of incomplete lineage sorting allows for construction of highly resolved recombination maps without polymorphism data. This approach should prove useful for inferring common maps of closely related species from just four full genome sequences. The resulting map is derived from individual accurately identified crossover events. In this respect it differs from polymorphism based maps that infer local recombination rates from linkage disequilibrium patterns between single nucleotide polymorphisms. However, the main property that sets the ancestral map apart from maps of extant species is the time scale on which recombination is measured. The polymorphism-based extant maps cover the recent history of the two species with increased sensitivity to very recent recombination strongly affected by current hotspot locations. In contrast, our ancestral recombination map measures recombination on the entire branch of the species tree that represents the ancestral species. On this time scale hotspots may have changed location several times (Jeffreys et al. 2013 ). Our ancestral map presents an average over this process at a cost to lower sensitivity to the effect of individual hotspots. However, the observation that the ancestral map shows a stronger correlation to the human and chimpanzee maps than these do to each other, even at the finest scales, indicates that our map is sensitive to fine-scale variation in recombination rate at the level of hotspots. Although we do not identify hotspots, we report a small enrichment of called events at the locations of human and chimpanzee hotspots. This may be explained by the expected contribution from human and chimpanzee recombination events to the ancestral map, primarily manifested at hotspots, suggesting that the turnover of hotspots in primates is faster than the divergence time of humans and chimpanzees.
We observe that the ancestral map shows smaller difference in rate and correlates more strongly with the chimpanzee than with the human map across scales suggestive of more rapid evolution in humans. One possible explanation could be a more rapid evolution of PRDM9 DNA binding motifs on the human linage. The PRDM9 protein plays an important role in the definition of recombination hotspots by binding to sequence motifs in the genome (Baudat et al. 2010; Myers et al. 2010; Parvanov et al. 2010) . Although DNA-contacting residues of this protein are under positive selection (Oliver et al. 2009 ), recent findings indicate that the hyper-mutability of the DNAcontacting zinc-finger array can explain the rapid evolution of fine-scale recombination patterns (Jeffreys et al. 2013 ). This report also shows that destabilizer alleles of PRDM9 influence the instability of the zinc-finger array of both alleles in heterozygous males. We hypothesize that if the effective population size was generally smaller on the human than on the chimpanzee lineage (Prüfer et al. 2012; Prado-Martinez et al. 2013) , the human population would maintain a higher load of destabilizer variants increasing the rate at which PRDM9 evolves. In addition, negative selection constraining mechanisms that directly or indirectly determine recombination patterns would be less effective in a smaller population. However, considering that only one third of recombination events occur in hotspots (Kong et al. 2010) and that the ancestral recombination map is less sensitive to hotspots, the observed effect may be attributed to the evolution of other, yet unknown, mechanisms controlling variation in local recombination rate.
In two cases, the large-scale chromosomal rearrangements between human and chimpanzee have resulted in prominent changes in recombination rate. This can be directly observed as differences from the ancestral map separating recombination rate change in the two species. We believe that our approach will be a valuable tool in the studies of closely related species showing more rearrangements, allowing the effects of genomic sequence and chromosomal position to be isolated.
The ancestral map lets us track the effect of recombination on substitution patterns on an evolutionary time scale. We observe a larger effect of recombination on GC*, attributable to the larger effective population size of human-chimpanzee population increasing the effect of gBGC. We also observe a stronger correlation between recombination and GC*. It is not likely that this stronger correlation arise because GC* is better determined in the ancestor, as the number of recorded substitutions used to calculate GC* is larger on the human and chimpanzee branch (8,055,009 and 8,588,980) than on the ancestral branch (3,037,486). The stronger correlation may result in part from a larger overlap in time of counted substitutions and measured recombination rates. Assuming the speciation times and population sizes reported in Scally et al. (Scally et al. 2012) , the interval where ancestral recombination is measured overlaps ~25% of the ancestral branch where substitutions are counted (Text S4). In comparison, the human and chimpanzee recombination maps are expected to overlap a much smaller proportion of the substitutions counted on their respective branches. In addition, the recombination maps describe recombination over very different time scales. The LD-based extant maps cover recent history of the two species with increased sensitivity to very recent recombination. At the fine-scale such recent rates are strongly affected by transient hotspot activity that is only weakly correlated to long-term substitution processes. In contrast, our ancestral recombination map represents an average recombination rate over more than 2 Myr. Although our map is a much stronger predictor of GC* than the human map, the expected statistical uncertainty of rate estimates suggest that the true correlation is significantly higher.
Methods
Preparation of alignment
We use the EPO alignment of human, chimpanzee, gorilla and orangutan produced by the Gorilla Sequencing Consortium (Scally et al. 2012, supplementary material) . To improve data quality, the alignment is filtered to remove regions of low sequencing quality and regions with a large proportion of gaps or uncalled bases. All alignment blocks that do not contain one and only one sequence for each of the four species are discarded. Then all alignment columns of only gaps in human, chimpanzee and gorilla sequence are removed. To take base call uncertainty into account, we then slide a 10nt window by 1nt. If the mean quality score is below 7, the window is removed and the alignment block is split accordingly. To further filter for gap content, we slide a window of size 50 by 1nt. If a window contains 49 gaps or more, it is removed and the alignment block is split accordingly. Blocks smaller than 300 are removed. The resulting alignment blocks are joined if less than 100 bases apart (and padded accordingly with 'N'), or split where they contain runs of more than 100 alignment columns of all 'N'.
Inference of recombination events
An independent coalescent hidden Markov model (CoalHMM) (Dutheil et al. 2009; Hobolth et al. 2007 ) (Text S1) analysis is then run on each mega base of alignment blocks. CoalHMM returns the posterior probability of each hidden state at each 1 0 position in the alignment. Crossover events are inferred as transitions between states along the alignment. Specifically, we identify a crossover event in the middle of each interval flanked by alignment positions supporting different states with a posterior probability larger than 0.5. We infer a total of 1,059,537 crossover events. Recombination rates, in bins of 10kb in human coordinates (hg19), are computed as the number of inferred crossover events per column of analyzed alignment. To obtain absolute values of recombination rate comparable to existing recombination maps, reported rates are normalized to a global mean of one cM/Mb.
Comparison to human and chimpanzee maps
The HapMap recombination map (Myers et al. 2005 ) was downloaded from the HapMap web site (2011-01_phaseII_B37) and the mean rate in 10kb bins (in hg19 coordinates) was computed. The PanMap recombination map (Auton et al. 2012) was downloaded from the PanMap web site. Each interval assigned to a recombination rate was lifted to hg19 coordinates using the liftOver tool (Hinrichs et al. 2006) , and the mean rate in 10kb bins was computed. To avoid bias from differences in coverage, all 10kb bins where the recombination rate is zero or missing in any of the three maps are considered missing data in all three maps. The resulting maps were then normalized to a global mean of one cM/Mb. For analyses of large-scale variation, we generated a data set representing non-overlapping 1Mb and 2Mb windows in hg19 coordinates. Only windows where the alignment analyzed by CoalHMM makes up at least 30% of the window were included. Further, 1Mb bins with less than 500,000 and 2Mb bins with less than 900,000 alignment columns used to calculate substitution rates were discarded.
Simulations
Ancestral recombination graphs were simulated using the CoaSim package (Mailund et al. 2005 ). We simulated 10,000 ancestral recombination graphs and generated simulated 100kb alignments using the Bio++ package (Dutheil et al. 2006 ) using a recombination rate of 1e-8 per generation and a mutation rate of 1e-9 per year. We use constant population sizes along each branch of the species tree. Extant population sizes were set to: 10,000 for human; 20,000 for chimpanzee and 20,000 for gorilla. Generation time was set to 20 years. Population sizes for the human-chimpanzee and the human-chimpanzee-gorilla ancestors were set to 73,200 and 39,000, and split times to 3.7 Myr and 5.95 Myr as reported by Scally et al. (Scally et al. 2012) . The distribution of crossover events that may be detected by our model was obtained by recording the time of occurrence of crossover events in the simulated ancestral recombination graphs that separate the genealogies in our model. 
Correlation of ancestor, human and chimpanzee maps
Substitution statistics
We identified AT to GC substitutions and the AT background on the humanchimpanzee branch and on the human and chimpanzee branches. Only alignment columns explained by a single substitution were retained. AT substitutions were called in the human-chimpanzee ancestor if human and chimp agree in G or C and gorilla and orangutan agree in A or T. AT background was obtained as the number of sites where gorilla and orangutan agree in A or T. AT substitutions on the human and chimpanzee branches were only called if all other species agreed in the alternative. AT background were obtained as the number of such sites where all three other species agree. GC to AT substitutions and GC background where obtained in the same way although separately for CpG and non-CpG sites. This simple approach is taken to allow alignment columns supporting ILS genealogies to be ignored, as these are not informative of the substitution process in the human-chimpanzee ancestor. The observed substitution bias, GCflux, is calculated as the AT to GC over GC to AT substitution rate. The equilibrium GC content resulting from this bias, GC*, is calculated as GCflux / (1 + GCflux).
Data access
The recombination map is available at http://birc.au.dk/software/hcmap. 
Figure Legends
Figure 6
Correlation between GC* in non-inverted regions (excl. chromosome 2) for the three species using the same bins as in Fig. 4 . The ancestral-chimpanzee correlations are significantly larger than the ancestral-human correlations for the 160kb and 640kb bins (evaluated using bootstrapping). 
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